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I Read the passage carefully and answer the following questonss

Kiara has a large family. There are fie members in her 

family. Kiara’s mom is an artst. She works in an art studio. She 

makes paintngs of houses. Kiara’s dad is a heart doctor. ee works

 at a hospital. ee helps people who are sick. Kiara has two brothers,

Rohan and Sahil. She has two pets also. Tommy, a small white cat 

and Max, a huge black dog. Kiara loies her family iery much.

Q1 eow many members are there in Kiara’s family?

Ans _________________________________________________.

Q2 What kind of doctor is Kiara’s father?

Ans _________________________________________________.

Q3 Complete the sentences:

1. The cat named ________ is ________ in colour.

2. _________ and __________ are Kiara’s brothers.

Q4 Find antonyms (opposites):

1. small –                              3. healthy   -   

2. tny   –                              4. hates       - Q  Find the opposite gender:

1. sister    -                               3. bitch   -    

2. mom    -                               4. he       -    

 II Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentences



1. my table box pencil the on is

____________________________________________________

2. difcult sums iery these are

____________________________________________________

3. entered room she  my suddenly

____________________________________________________

4. football game an is interestng

____________________________________________________

 . get light sun and we from the heat

____________________________________________________

6. are disturbing her why you

____________________________________________________

7. father my watch me gaie a 

____________________________________________________

8. respect should we our elders

____________________________________________________

III Divide the sentences into Subject and Predicates

1. The teacher taught us a lesson.

Subject -         _________________________

Predicate -     _______________________________________.

2. Sia and her sister went to market yesterday.

Subject -        __________________________

Predicate -    _________________________________________.

3. eer clothes are iery dirty.



Subject -           ______________________________

Predicate -       __________________________________________.

4. These mangoes are iery sweet.

Subject -            ________________________________

Predicate -        __________________________________________.

 . We are playing cricket in the park.

Subject -            __________________________________

Predicate -        __________________________________________.

6. Many boys are going for picnic.

Subject -           ___________________________________

Predicate -       ____________________________________________.

7. They are making a lot of noise.

Subject -           ___________________________________

Predicate -       ___________________________________________.

8. The dog was barking at the cat.

Subject -           _____________________________________

Predicate -       ___________________________________________.

9. The old house was under constructon.

Subject -           _______________________________________

Predicate -       ___________________________________________.


